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Learning Objectives

After participating in this session the learner should be better able to:

- develop semantic databases, i.e. database whose data schema is aligned onto an application ontology
- build an application ontology, especially by integrating extracts of existing ontologies
- understand the DICOM standard and ways to represent DICOM entities in an ontology
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Context: MEDIRAD project

• MEDIRAD project
  • EU project (EURATOM program), 2017-2022
  • 33 partners and 10 M€ EU funding
  • Project’s goal: The ultimate goal of MEDIRAD is to better understand and evaluate the health effects of low-dose ionising radiation exposure from diagnostic and therapeutic imaging and from off-target effects in radiotherapy.

• Task 2.4.1: Development of Image and Radiation Dose BioBank (IRDBB)
  • To manage the image and dose data involved in several MEDIRAD clinical projects
  • To create a software resource reusable for similar project
Objective

• To provide an integrated resource to manage images and dosimetric data

• Design principles: adherence to the F.A.I.R. principles, so that to make data use feasible: F(indable) A(ccessible) I(nteroperable) R(eusable)

especially through:
  • associating rich annotations to data files
  • associating explicit semantics to the annotations, by means on an ontology
  • relying on standards (DICOM), and existing ontologies, as much as possible
Needs analysis

• Questionnaire: Users were invited to describe
  • their research data (structure and format)
  • how this data should be shared and accessed (competency questions)

• Main functional needs
  • Calculation of absorbed doses (Chest CT, in both child and adult) – WP2
  • Calculation of absorbed doses (Hybrid imaging SPECT-CT and PET-CT) – WP2
  • Calculation of absorbed doses in organs and tissues in internal radiotherapy (treatment of thyroid cancer $^{131}$I) - WP3
  • Calculation of absorbed doses (pediatric CT) – WP5

• Data formats
  • Both DICOM and non-DICOM data
OntoMEDIRAD ontology*

* Available at: https://github.com/OsiriX-Foundation/MediradOnto/tree/master/ontology
Ontology

Available at: https://github.com/OsiriX-Foundation/MediradOnto/tree/master/ontology
Overall IRDBB Architecture

IRDBB_UI (web server)

- KHEOPS (PACS)
- Semantic Translator
- SPARKLIS Portal
- FHIR Repository
- Keycloak

STARDOG (RDF Triple store)
Semantic Translator

• Implemented in Java

• Library of services for accessing the semantic database, called by IRDBB_UI, especially:
  • Populating the semantic database at importation of DICOM or non-DICOM data
  • Executing predefined SPARQL queries
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Querying the semantic graph

1. Predefined SPARQL queries
2. Navigating with SPARKLIS
Querying the graph with SPARKLIS

![Image of SPARKLIS interface]

**Your query and its current focus**

**Query:**
- give me every CT image dataset that is the output of a CT acquisition that a patient that is the role of a human is realized in and whose setting is a KVP that has a measurement value and that has a measurement unit and that has a DICOM series instance UID and that has a format.

**Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CT image dataset</strong></th>
<th><strong>CT acquisition</strong></th>
<th><strong>patient</strong></th>
<th><strong>human</strong></th>
<th><strong>DICOM series instance UID</strong></th>
<th><strong>format</strong></th>
<th><strong>setting</strong></th>
<th><strong>measurement unit</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td>CT acquisition c2d4eab-0c8e-4cfe-83d6-61d997a23099</td>
<td>Patient 1537571c-9733-4d3c-9a80-45a6e0b3c3a6</td>
<td>Human 3b95ab44-662f-470a-9f3c-312b3e912c89</td>
<td>1.3.12.2.11075.1.4.50256.3000000711380641356200001249</td>
<td>Knee 4816065-564b-46d0-a976-420b219a62b2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>KVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td>CT image dataset 30a3e20a-b464-4263-b26b-256a64a23092</td>
<td>CT acquisition 4a56c6-4e8c-429d-bb63-fa11be5d6b1e</td>
<td>Human 3b95ab44-662f-470a-9f3c-312b3e912c89</td>
<td>1.3.12.2.11075.1.4.50256.3000000711380641356200001249</td>
<td>Knee 4816065-564b-46d0-a976-420b219a62b2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>KVP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Current status

• IRDBB system intensely tested since mid-2019

• Data importation
  • DICOM data importation available since mid-2019
  • Non-DICOM data importation available since mid-2020 (WP2 and WP3 workflows for 3D dosimetry)

• Retrieval possible at both
  • the KHEOPS server level (for DICOM data)
  • the integrated IRDBB level (for any data, through the semantic database)

• IRDBB operational since September 2020
Discussion

• Why a semantic approach？
  • Semantic precision critical for data use and reuse in research
  • Best strategy w.r.t. F.A.I.R. principles
  • Definitely innovative in the domain of imaging biobanks
  • Context of relatively small repository to manage
  • Rich possibilities for extending the Semantic Translator with rule-based semantic services

• Main limitations
  • Functional: Need to specify consensual domain-specific data processing workflows
  • Technical: No general framework to manage RDF translation
Conclusion

• Innovative implementation of imaging biobank based on use of semantic graph

• Semantic web implementation complementary to standard image management approaches

• OntoMEDIRAD ontology, based on BFO, composed of several extracts, and integrating many DICOM terms
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